Remember how I told you how I looked up the IRS Master Files attached to my NAME and my husband's NAME back in 1998 under a Freedom of Information Act request? And that I also had to request a Code Book because the files were all encoded and we had to decipher what they said?

By diligent application we discovered (much to our astonishment) that I was running a rum distillery in Barbados and my husband was selling guns in South America, at the same time that we were sitting at home in Big Lake, Alaska. WTH...? Doppelgangers, indeed.

At the time, we were just astonished and perplexed, as any innocent American might be. Can you put yourself in our position?

I did what? I was where?

Why would "the government" go to all the trouble to set up a completely false narrative about who we were and what we were doing? And why gun running and rum production of all things? Why was this all in code? And why was the IRS keeping a pack of lies on record under our NAMES?

Obviously, ANNA MARIA RIEZINGER was purportedly a rum distilling Mama in the Caribbean, and JAMES CLINTON BELCHER was selling automatic weapons to foreign governments in South America---- and all the while, we were sitting at our kitchen table in Alaska reading this with our eyebrows twisted together, wondering what dim, ugly fairy tale this whole "story line" came from------ and why?

The easy explanation lies in the fact that the Internal Revenue Service was never given any enforcement capacity and had no contract with the actual Congress, but the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms is a different story--- please note that both rum distilling and gun sales in foreign countries fall under BATF scrutiny and enforcement power.

So, presto, change-o, take an artist and his wife living in rural Alaska, transform them into dangerous criminals engaged in international commerce, bring forward a completely false record "compiled" by credible government bureaucrats over years of time---- and suddenly, you have an excuse to arrest and prosecute and otherwise harm and harass innocent people to your heart's content.

We were all set up and "framed" as criminals with malice aforethought, to expedite any prosecution or complaint the rats might have against us.

Ever wonder what the FBI was doing at Ruby Ridge, shooting an unarmed woman and her babe in arms? And a little boy and his dog? And getting away with it?

Ever wonder what Janet Reno and the thugs at the BATF were doing using napalm and tanks against peaceful people living in apartment complexes?
Well, now you know. And it is all nothing but foreign corporate criminality and fraud and violence against Americans.

Make no mistake, these people have been The Enemy all along, and most of them haven't even known it. The information was all kept "compartmentalized" so that one hand didn't know what the other was doing, so that the most horrific results could be put in motion by just a handful of madmen at the top.

Each step was legal and limited, so that people responsible for taking that step thought nothing about it. It was within their job description. They trusted their superiors. They moved Shipment A to Point B. They recorded document L-42-L21443. They collected their paycheck, went home, went to bed, thought nothing of it. Why should they?

They hadn't done anything bad --- that they knew of.

For all they knew, JAMES really was a gun runner in South America and ANNA was the manager of a rum distillery in Barbados. Ho-hum. Duly noted. Filed. Archived.

And now the news comes that 46,000 members of the US military, both US Navy and US Army personnel, have been arrested. Why? For using "criminal codes" in a computerized weapons system testing program against civilian targets--- American civilians.

Well, we know where those "codes" came from, don't we? They are part of the "Master File System"--- the same one that deliberately misidentified what appeared to be ME as a rum distiller and which misidentified JAMES as an arms dealer.

Who knows? Maybe "RANDY WEAVER" was listed as a dangerous dealer in Far Eastern narcotics? And his wife, standing in the door of their cabin with her baby in arms? Well, she might have been listed as a the operator of a whiskey distillery in Kansas.

Just like 95% of us are listed in their "official" records as unclaimed babies, fatherless waifs, donated to the tender mercies of the STATES OF STATES. Go ahead, tell your Mom and Dad that you were born out of wedlock and they didn't really bust their humps to feed you and raise you. Oh, and by the way, they obviously have loose morals and are irresponsible deadbeats and addicts and drunks, bringing a child into the world and leaving him dependent on the STATE, INC. What other explanation is there?

Maybe the truth?

I bet that when an investigation worth its salt gets going, it will be found that all the people killed at the Branch Davidian Compound had sordid anti-American criminal histories a yard long --- even the little two-year-olds the heartless insane bastards incinerated.

It's in a "government" record, right? It must true, right?

One can easily imagine men in suits and dark glasses presenting their official Master File evidence to judges and the judges nodding sagely and then shaking their heads and signing the execution orders while muttering, "Known criminals, no doubt" and going home to a good dinner in their Mercedes.

Really makes you proud to be an American, doesn't it? Knowing that Janet Reno is still walking around and breathing easy? And the people who gave her the orders, too?

On the surface at least, it appears that they should all be rounded up and hung--- but who knows how much any of them really knew? It's certainly a question that should be asked, preferably at Gitmo, in the Hole.
Nothing about these "federal" government operations have been true or right in a very long time---1863, to be precise. In fact, the "government" isn't even the government. It's just a bankrupt, incompetent foreign governmental services corporation gone bad and left operating on our shores like a runaway train.

Yes, the vaunted "US" federal government is a corporate cesspool, a gross international disgrace---not for the Americans who have been the victims, but for the British Government, the French Government, the Holy See, and the United Nations, which are all technically responsible for this Mess and which have all been complicit in this nightmare of lies, violence, and greed.

So, why are 46,000 members of "our"--- I use that word lightly--- military forces under arrest tonight?

Because various United Nations treaties mandate that if certain kinds of warfare technologies, including weather modification weapons (see the ENMOD Treaty), are to be tested, they can only be tested against domestic targets.

That means that they can only shoot up "US citizens" with experimental drugs, hurl hurricanes at "US citizens" and yes, use advanced resonance frequency weapons --- torture weapons --- against "US citizens".

They have to leave the rest of us alone, but you see, we Americans have almost all been deliberately and fraudulently misidentified as "US citizens", and an entire false dossier has been compiled against each one of us, which enables these fiends to order clueless subordinates to do incredibly criminal things to innocent people.

Now that I finally have your attention--- listen up.

It is imperative that the criminals responsible be identified and prosecuted to the fullest extent of natural and international law.

It is imperative that our lawful government get on its feet and walk, in full restoration, no later than June 1, 2018.

It is imperative that you all get off your duffs and start banging your dishes on the floor like angry dogs and demanding that your "NAMES" are removed from any fake foreign bank and government records suggesting that you are "US citizens", including all the various Master Files that have been developed by the various agencies--- DHS, Social Security, FEMA, and all the rest.

Call up the members of "Congress" who have betrayed your trust and who are responsible for all of this. Pigeon-hole them and make their ears bleed with your complaints. Make the issues very, very plain.

And then, do what I did--- fire them. Officially. Tell the "Congressional Delegation" for the foreign corporation operating as a "State of State" in a Registered Mail letter, explicitly---- "You do not represent me and don't you dare to presume, claim, or allege anything about me or my assets or my political status ever again."

Members of the military and federal civilian services ---take note--- you belong to The United State of America (unincorporated), not the UNITED STATES, INC. or any other foreign corporation.

You are part of the American Armed Forces. Not the "US" Armed Forces---- unless you are in the Puerto Rican Navy or part of the Home Guard on Guam or the Washington, DC Metropolitan Police.
And if you have any problems, refer the JAG Officers to me. I won't have any problem describing this situation to them in words they can fully, completely, and honorably understand.

Members of the general public, Ma and Pa --- you are non-citizen nationals of The United States of America (unincorporated) and the sovereign land jurisdiction state where you were born. You are nothing anyone ever fraudulently assigned you to be. You are not involved in commerce, not involved in drugs, arms, alcohol, or fireworks production or sale of any kind -----and you are the landlords.

You don't owe any rent to anyone. You don't "reside" here. You live here.

Say it, know it, make it stick. Shove it down the throat of anyone who says otherwise. Spit. Go ahead. This whole situation deserves it.
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